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INTRODUCTION 
In many technical and physical situations one meets problems when one 
deformable body comes into contact with another. A mathematical 
formulation of these problems leads to the use of variational inequalities. A 
detailed analysis of contact problems between two elastic bodies has been 
given in [5], assuming that no friction occurs on the contact surface (for 
related results see also [9]). It is clear that the frictionless problem gives an 
approximation of real situation only, so that an involvement of the friction is 
desirable. 
A mathematical formulation of the contact problem between an elastic 
body and a perfectly rigid support (known as the Signorini problem), 
involving the friction governed by Coulomb’s law, has been introduced in 
[ 21. The existence of its solution for simple geometrical situations has been 
proven in [8] for the first time. From the existence proof an algorithm 
(method of successive approximations) for the numerical approximation of 
the problem follows. Unfortunately, the convergence of the algorithm is an 
open problem up to this time. 
The present paper deals with the approximation of one iterative step, 
which is defined by the Signorini problem with prescribed normal forces on 
the contact surface. A mixed formulation of this problem is derived, making 
use of the duality approach. This formulation allows us to approximate 
independently the displacement field in the body and the normal and 
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tangential forces ‘on contact surface. A finite element analysis of the mixed 
formulation is presented and error estimates for the physical quantities 
mentioned above are derived. 
A partial analysis of another iterative algorithm for the numerical solution 
of the Signorini problem with friction (see [IO]), will be given in a 
forthcoming paper. 
1. VARIATIONAL FORMULATION OF THE 
SIGNORINI PROBLEM WITH FRICTION 
We start with definitions of some functional spaces, which will be 
necessary in what follows. 
Let Q c R* be a bounded domain, the Lipschitz boundary r of which is 
decomposed as r = r,, v r,, where r, and I-, are disjoint, non-empty and 
open in r. Let 
v={tl~H’(Q)Iv=Oonr,}, 
v=vxv, 
where I-Zk(Q), k > 0 integer, denotes the Sobolev space of functions, 
derivatives of which up to the order k are square integrable in Q. We set 
If”(Q) = L’(Q) and denote by ( , ). the scalar product in L’(Q). V is a 
Hilbert space, equipped with the norm 
lllvlll = ltvi9 L'i)O + (Eij(v), Eij(v))Ol"2~ (1.1)’ 
where aij(v) = ~(c%J~x~ + &I~/c~x~), i, j = 1, 2, v = (tl,, u2) E V. By virtue of 
Korn’s inequality ([7]), (1.1) is equivalent to the usual norm in H’(Q) = 
H’(Q) x H’(Q), which will be denoted by ]] I(, (or /] Ilk for k > 0). 
Let 1’: V+ L’(r) be the trace operator and 
W*(r,) = y(v), H'/*(T,) = fP(r,) x W*(r,). 
It is known that H “‘(r,) is a Hilbert space with the norm 
IICPII 1;z.r~ = kf, IIIVIII- 
P=Q 
From (1.2) it is readily seen that 
IICPII 1/2.rR = III u Ill. 
(1.2) 
’ We use the summation convention: a repeated index Implies the summation over the range 
1. 2. 
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where u E V is the unique solution of the elliptic boundary value problem 
(Eij(U)9 Eij(V))O + (“iv vi)O = O V v E W:(Q))* 
(1.3) 
yu=cp on lY 
Let n = (n,, n2) and t = (-n,, n,) denote the unit outward normal and 
tangential vector, respectively, at x E r. By v,, and u, we denote the normal 
and tangential component of v E V, i.e., 
u, = yv - n, ot=yv * t. 
Let 6: V --( L’(r,) = L’(T,) X L*(Z-,), 
L*(r,) = {u E L*(T) I v = 0 on r,}, 
be the mapping, defined by 6v = (u”, v,), v E V and 
w = wx W=S(V). 
If Q is a domain with a sufficiently smooth boundary r, then 
W = H”‘(T,). Although this is not our case, W and H”‘(T,) are 
isomorphic. Indeed, let cp E H”*(T,). Then the element 
belongs to W. We shall write p = /$, /I: H”*(T,) -+ W. Hence, the norm in 
W can be introduced as 
Ilrllw= IIP-‘CLIII,2,rh~ 
where p-’ is the mapping inverse to /3. 
Let S(Q) denote the space of symmetric tensor functions 
S(Q) = {O = (~ij)f,j=, E (JC’(Q))~, Uij = Uji a.e. in Q}, 
and 
(1.4) 
H(div, Q) = (a E S(Q) I d iv o = (aU,j/aXj, aUzj/aXj) E (L’(Q))‘}. 
S(Q) and H(div, Q) are Hilbert spaces with the scalar products 
and 
Co, T)H(div,Q) = (uij 7 Tij), + (a”ij/ax, 9 auiJa”k)O 1 
respectively. 
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Let H-“‘(f,) and W’ be dual spaces to H’ ‘(fK) and W, respectively. 
Dual spaces, corresponding to H’ ‘(r,) and W. will be denoted by 
H “*(r,) = H-“‘(I’,) + H-‘,‘(T,) and W’ = W’ + W’, respectively. If 
cp*=((~:,~lz*)EH~‘;*(T,).cp=(~,,~~)EH”(rn,. 
denotes the value of tp* at cp. Analogously, for p* = @:,pF)E W’. 
p=(jf,,p2)EW, we write 
((v*l P)) = K.P:,lu,i> + (W.P*i?. 
It is well known that for ‘T E H(div, Q), v E V the following Green’s 
formulas hold ([ 1 I). 
(i) There exists a unique mapping T = (T,, T,) E P(H(div. Q), 
H - I’* (r,)) such that , 
(rij, &ij(v))o + (rij,J* ri)O = (T(T), Pi VT E H(div, Q) V v E V, 
where rijJ = %rij/8x,. If 7 E S(Q) n (H’(Q))“, then T(r) = (s,jnj, r2,nj) and 
( , > is the scalar product in L*(T,). 
(ii) There exists a unique mapping T = (T,. T,) E ;L’(H(div, Q), W’) 
such that 
Csij 3 Eij(v))O + 6~j.j 5 vih 
= ((m dv)) 
If T E S(Q) n (H’(Q))“, then T(r) = (T(T) . n, T(r) . t) and (( . j) is 
represented by the scalar product in L*(T,). 
Next, we shall describe some basic properties of T and 7. 
LEMMA 1.1. T maps H(div. Q) onfo H-“‘(T,). 
Proof: Let cp * E H - “‘(r,) be given. Then the problem 
toflnd u E V such that 
(Eij(U)Y Eij(v))O + C”iv L7i>0 = (cP*Y TV) VVEV 
(l-5) 
has precisely one solution u = u(cp*). It is easy to see that a = E(u((P*)) E 
H(div, Q) and from (i) we obtain T(a) = q*. 
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BY II CP* II - I/z,rK we denote the usual dual norm of cp*, namely, 
We show some other expressions of 119” JI-,i2.r,, which appear to be useful 
in Section 4. 
LEMMA 1.2. It holds that 
IIv”II- y2,rK= II”IIH(div,Q) = lll”(cP*>lll t/q* E H-“‘(T,), 
where u(cp*) is the solution of (1.5) and CI = E(u((P*)). 
Proof. Let r E H(div, Q) be such that T(r) = cp*. Then for every 
q E H”‘(T,) we have by the definition of (1.5) 
(cP*, CP> = (T(r), CP> = (rij, Eij(V)h + (rij,j, vi)0 VvEV,yv=cp. 
Hence 
(cP*, cP> GlltllH(div.Q) lllvlll VvEV,yv=cp, 
so that 
II’p*ll- 1/2,ra < IITIIH(div,Q) V r E H(div, Q), T(r) = cp*, (1.6) 
by virtue of (1.2). Let u = u(cp*) be the solution of (1.5) and 
(I = E(u((P*)) E H(div, Q). Evidently we have 
II o llHfdiv,Q) = Illu(cP * Ill* (1.6’) 
Inserting v = u(cp*) into (1.5) and using (1.6’), (1.2), we obtain 
(cP*, P(cP*)) = IIl”(‘P*)II12 = II”IIH(div,Q) Ill”((P*>lll 
> II~IIH(div.Q~ IIYU(‘P*)llti2,rk. 
Hence 
ll’p*ll- l/2.rK > llallwi~~.Q~~ 
which, together with (1.6) and (1.6’), proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 1.3. It holds that 
II~*ll-~~2,r,=SUyP “;ii[’ V ‘p* E H - “2(I-K). 
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Proof: We have 
oP*d~v) ~Il’P*ll-,,2,r,IIYVlI,.2.,-, 
G lI’P*lILi,~2,r, lIlvlll QvEV. 
so that 
sup (cp*3 Yv) < II’p*Il- 
v lllvlll ’ li2.rK. (1.7) 
Let u = u(cp*) be the solution of (1.5). Then for o = E(u((P*)) 
(cP*l P(cP*))= III”(‘P*)Il12 = Ill”(cP*IIl IlallH(div,Q) 
= IlI4P*Ill lI’P*ll-,,2,r, 
by virtue of Lemma 1.2. From this and (1.7), the assertion follows. 
In a way similar to the proof of Lemma 1.1, we can prove 
LEMMA 1.4. T maps H(div, Q) onfo W’. 
The dual spaces H-“‘(I’,) 2nd W’ are mutually isomorphic. Indeed, let 
q * E H - “*(r,) be an arbitrary element. By virtue of Lemma 1.1, there 
exists a t E H(div, Q) such that T(r) = cp*. Let us set u* = T(t) E W’ and 
write p* =/3*(p*, /?*: H-“‘(T,)+ W’. It is easy to see that p* does not 
depend on the choice of r E H(div, Q), satisfying T(r) = cp*. Comparing the 
Green’s formulas (i), (ii) and using the fact that H’12(rK) and W are 
isomorphic, we obtain the assertion. The relation between the dual norms in 
H-‘12(TK) and W’ is given by 
LEMMA 1.5. It holds that 
II’P*Il-,,2,r, = IIP*‘p*llw, V cp* E H-l”(&). 
Proof. Follows immediately from the definition of dual norms and the 
relation 
ccp*3 cp> = ((P*‘p*YP’p)) V cp E H”‘(I’,), V cp* E H-“‘(Z-,). 
As H”‘(r,) is dense in L’(T,), the same holds for W: 
LEMMA 1.6. W is dense in L’(1,). 
Next, let us suppose that Q is a bounded polygonal domain, the vertices of 
which will be denoted by A, ,..., A,,,. Another result, useful in what follows, is 
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q”= (rp E LZ(T,) I3v E v, rp = u,, 0” = 0 on r,}. 
Then XT is dense in L ‘(T,) = {o E L ‘(T) 1 u = 0 on r, } in L ‘(f’,)-norm. 
The proof is evident. 
Remark 1.1. If Q is a domain with suflicciently smooth boundary, then 
W = H”‘(r,). Moreover, if cp = (v,, cpZ) E W and 1 is an arbitrary real 
number, the couple (q,, ,+,) E W. This is not true if Q is a polygonal 
domain (or a domain with Lipschitz boundary, in general). All difftculties 
arise from the jumps of the outward normal at the vertices of Q. 
Finally, let 
and 
w,=-w: 
be the closed convex cones of non-negative and non-positive functionals, 
respectively, in W’. 
Let us introduce 
K=(vEVIv,<Oonr,}. 
K is a closed, convex subset of V. 
By a variational solution of the Signorini problem with friction we call an 
element u E K such that 
f-(u) <fl(v) v E K, v”) 
where 
f(V) = + (rij(V), &ii(V)), + Ji g I L’,( ds - (Fi, vi)07 
x 
wheregELm(T,),g>Oa.e.onr,,F=(F,,F2)E(L2(Q))* isavectorof 
body forces, eij(v) = f(&,/&, + c%~/~x~) is the strain tensor, corresponding 
to v E V and 
sijCv) = Ci,klEkl(Vh i,j= 1,2 (1.8) 
is the stress tensor, associated to E(V) by means of the generalized Hooke’s 
law (1.8). As far as the coefficients cUk, are concerned, we suppose that 
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Cijk/ E L x (Q ). i. j.k.l= 1.2. 
Cijkl= Cjik/ = Cklrj hold a.e. in Q. 
there exists a positive constant a, such that 
Cljkllijrkl > antiJti, V tlj = <,, and a.e. in Q. 
(1.9) 
(1.10) 
(1.1 I) 
THEOREM 1.1. Let (1.9) - (1.11) be satisfied. Then there exists a unique 
solution u of (3). The solution can be equivalently characterized through the 
relation 
(rij(uh &i](V) -&ij(U))~ + jr g(ICtI -IutI) dsk 
> (Fi, l’i -ui)(l VvEK. ( /‘) 
For the proof see [2]. 
Let us analyze the problem (<P), using the Green’s formula (ii). Choosing 
v = u + w, w = (w,, wZ) E (a(Q))’ in (,Y’), we obtain 
T E H(div, Q) and 
Consequently, (.Y’) implies 
rij,, + Fi = 0 a.e. in Q, i = 1, 2. (1.12) 
((T,(u). 11, -u,B+ ((Tt(u),v,-uJ+ ) s(lv,l-lu,llds>O (1.13) 
. rt. 
foreveryvEK.Letvbeoftheformv=u~WwithWEV,~,=Of,.Then 
v E K and (1.13) yields 
U,(u), T w,>i + 1. g(lu, F wtl - lu,l)ds>O 
-rh 
so that 
As a consequence, 
I((Tr(u), w,D G .t g I w,l ds. ih 
The mapping @: Z,‘+ R, defined by means of 
@(WA = ((Tt(u)9 w,>> VVtEB;, 
(1.14) 
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is a linear functional on %i, bounded in L’(T,)-norm. By virtue of Lemma 
1.7, @ can be extended from %{ onto L’(I’,) with the preservation of the 
norm. Taking into account the form of a general inear functional on L ‘(r,) 
and (1.14), we conclude that 
T,(u) E L”(rK), 
I Tt(u)l G g a.e. on r,. 
As U, < Iu,(, (1.15), yields 
Tt(u)u,+glu,I>O a.e. on r,. (1.16) 
Let vh E V be a sequence of functions, satisfying vh . n = 0 on r,, 
vh . t + -u, in L’(T,) (the existence of such a sequence follows from 
Lemma 1.7). We have 
((T,(u), Wh * t>> +.i, g{lu, + Wh . tl - lutll ds 
k 
+ -U’,(u), u,>> - jr g I u, I ds 2 0 h 
(1.17) 
in view of the fact that the left-hand side of (1.17) is non-negative. From this 
and (1.16) we find that 
T,(U)% +g Id = 0 a.e. on r,. (1.18) 
Therefore (1.13) together with (1.18) gives 
Inserting v = 0 and v = 2u into the latter inequality, we obtain 
u-n(u)* %>> = 0. 
Finally, (1.13), (1.18) and (1.19) lead to 
(1.19) 
Next, let v E V be such that u,, < 0, ~7, =0 on rK. Then from (1.20) we 
conclude that 
(V”(U), u,>> < 0, (1.21) 
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This inequality, however, does not imply that T,(u) E W’. From the latter, 
(1.21) has to be satisfied for all v E K, satisfying U, = 0 on Trc; see also 
Remark 1.1. 
In order to obtain T,(u) E W,, it suffices that I-, consists of one straight 
line segment. In such a case, it is readily seen that if (o,, rpz) E W. then also 
(o,, 0) E W, so that (1.21) implies 
T,(u) E W’. (1.22) 
Remark 1.2. If T,(u) E L*(r,), then (1.19) and (1.22) mean the usual 
pointwise relations TJu)u, = 0 and 7’,(u) < 0 a.e. on r,, respectively. 
Remark 1.3. Let Q be a general polygonal domain and r, arbitrary. 
Then (1.21) implies (1.22) if, for example, T,(u) E H-l!* “(TK) for some 
E > 0 or if g E La‘(TK) is equal to zero in some neighbourhood of all vertices 
of Q, which lie on r,. 
We are able to give a mixed formulation of the problem (3). To this end 
we introduce the set A = A, X A? C W’, where 
A,= w:, 
A, = {p2 E L*(r,) 1 Ip2J < I a.e. on supp g, P, = 0 on r, - supp g}. 
One can verify, that A is closed and convex in W’. 
Let 9: H’(Q) x W’ + R be a Lagrangian, defined through the relation 
y(v* P) = i(rij(v)3 Eij(V))lJ + ((Pv dv))g - (Fi, ui)09 
v = (u,, 02) E H’(Q), P=iP,lP*)Ew’3 
where ((b W, = (01,, b>> +G2 g, 0 
We say that (w, A} E V x A is a saddle-point of Y’ on V x A if 
qw, cl) < qw, 5) < Qqv, k) VVEV, VpEA. (1.23) 
The following theorem shows the relation between the solution of (9) and 
(1.23). 
THEOREM 1.2. Let T,,(u) E WY. Then there exists a unique saddle-point 
(w,A,,A2)EVxA,xA20f~onV~Aanditholdsthat 
w = u, 1, = -T,,(u), 
where u denotes the solution of (9). 
gh = --T,(u), 
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Proof. Let {w, 5} E V x A, I = (A,, A,) satisfy (1.23). An equivalent 
formulation of (1.23) is 
(rij(wh Eij(V))O + (CL 6v))g = tF,9 u~)Cl VVEV, (1.24), 
((P - L w, G 0 VpEA. (1.24), 
From (1.24), and the Green’s formula (ii), 13, = -7’,,(w), g& = -T,(w) 
follows. Let us analyze (1.24), . Introducing ,u~ = AZ and ,D, = 0,2 A, into 
(1.24),, we have 
((A, 7 wn>> = 0, (cu,~WtJ>~O VP, E-4,. (1.25) 
Hence we conclude that w, < 0 a.e. on r,, i.e., w E K. Analogously, 
introducing ,u, = 1, into (1.24),, we have 
((iP*, WJ G (C&2, w,)) VP2 E/i,. 
The choice p, = sign MT, leads to 
Using this, (1.25), the definitions of II,, II Z and (1.24),, we obtain 
(5ij(w)V Eij(V - w))O + i, g(lvfI - I w,l) ds > CFiv Oi - wrh VvEK, 
I 
i.e., w is a solution of (Y), w = u. The uniqueness is a consequence of 
Theorem 1.1. 
Conversely, let u E K be the solution of (,P). Then {u, -m(u), 
-g-‘T,(u)} E V x II, x /1,)2 follows from the interpretation of (9) and the 
assumptions of the theorem. A direct verification of (1.23), with the use of 
(1.18), (1.19) and (1.22) is straightforward. 
The inequalities (1.23) (or equivalently (1.24), , (1.24),) will be called a 
mixed formulation of (<a) and will be denoted by (3), in what follows. 
2. APPROXIMATION OF (3) 
Let (gjh), h -+ 0+ be a regular family of triangulations of Q, with usual 
requirements on the mutual position of triangles, compatible with the decom- 
position of r into I-,, r, and moreover compatible with the boundary of 
* If g = 0, then T,(u) = 0 as follows from (I. 15),. In such a case we define O/O = 0. 
supp g in f,. By h we denote the maximal diameter of all triangles T E “, 
and by a, ,.... a,,,,,,, all vertices of Eh, lying on r,. We define the sets 
V, = (v,, E (C@))‘n V 1 v~,~ E (f’,(T))* V TE ;“,I, (2.1) 
Wl, = {lh E L’(T,) / c(~,~,~,+, E (Po(aiar+ ,))‘. i = I . . . . . m - 11. (2.2) 
A,h = bu,, E L2VK) I.u,~,~,~,,, E Pda,a,+ ,).PUlh > 0 on r,l. (2.3) 
Azh = bh E W2 IP~~,~,~,+~ E Mv,+ ,I. 
Ipuzhl < 1 on supp g.rl12h = 0 on rK - wp g}, (2.4) 
Ah=A,hXA**. (2.5) 
where P,(T) and P,(a,ai+,) denotes the space of linear polynomials on T 
and of constant functions on aiai+ , , respectively. A,, is a finite-dimensional 
approximation of A (an internal one, i.e., A, c A, V h E (0, 1)). 
In the sequel, we shall consider a more general construction of V, and 
Wl,. Let {KM}, H-+ 0+ be a family of partitions of f, independent of {Fh}, 
nodes of which will be denoted by a ,...., amCHj, i.e.. 
m(H) 
r= U a,a,+,, a,+,-a,. 
i=l 
We suppose that KH is compatible with the decomposition of r into r,,, f, 
and with the boundary of supp g in r,. Let us consider regular families of 
(FM} in the following sense, 
there exists a posititle constant PO such that min Hi/H > &, , 
where H, is the length of a, a, + , , H = max Hi. To every FH sets W;, /i ,H, 
AZH and AH will be associated, which are defined as in (2.2)-(2.5), with only 
a minor change: the subscript h has to be replaced by H. In the sequel, the 
equality h = H means that the partition of I- is generated by the triangulation 
F-jj of 0. 
The problem of finding a saddle-point {II,,, hH} of iti on V, x AH will be 
called an approximation of (3) and will be denoted by (3h,). Similarly to 
the continuous case, (u,, A,} E V, x AH can be characterized equivalently 
through the relations 
(rij(uh)7 Eij(Vh))O + (CA, 3 Bvh))g = tFi 7 uih)O Qv,EV,, 
((CIH - 5,) hI)), G 0 VP”EhV 
(%A 
where (( , )), is represented by the standard scalar product in (L*(f,))‘. 
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Let us introduce the closed convex subset KhH of V,, 
(2.6) 
KhH contains all functions from V, such that the mean values of their 
normal components on any a,~,, , are non-positive. KhH can be regarded as 
an external approximation of K. 
Let (u,, , h,) E V, x AH be a solution of ($,). In view of the definition of 
( &), we see that uh E KLH and it is a solution of the variational inequality 
(sij(uh), &,jCVh) - Eij(“h)hl + ((d-W7 uht - Uhtj) 
> cFi 3 Oih - uih)O V vh E K,,. (2.7) 
Now we prove the following existence theorem: 
THEOREM 2.1. To every h, H E (0, 1) there exists a solution (uh. h,} of 
(yhH). the first component of which is uniquel), determined. 
Proof. The existence of the solution follows from the V-ellipticity of the 
form (rij(vJ, E,~(v,)),, the boundedness of AZH and the fact that there exists 
a function V,, E V, such that i;, . n < 0 on r, (see 13, Proposition 2.2, 
p. 161 I). The uniqueness of u,, follows from V-ellipticity mentioned above 
and from (2.7). 
Let us emphasize that the second component is not unique, in general. If 
the relation 
(01 IH, Uhn)) + ((@2H, ‘ht)) = o v vh E v,, 
*PH=OIlH,PZH)=o P-8) 
holds, h, is uniquely determined. It is not difficult to find an example of Vh 
and AH, in which (2.8) is not satisfied (see [4] with a simple unilateral 
boundary value problem). 
3. CONVERGENCE RESULTS 
Let us study the convergence of (p,, , AH} to (u, 11) without any 
assumptions on the smoothness of u. We shall suppose that h + 0+ if and 
only if H + O+. 
THEOREM 3.1. For every v E K let there exist a sequence (vh}, vh E KhH 
such that vh -+ v in V for h + Ot. Then 
Uh + u in H’(Q), 
II 2ff-A2 in L ‘(f,) (weakly). 
409/86/M 
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ProoJ: Recall that the first component u,, is the solution of the 
minimization problem (2.7). Since (AIH} is bounded in L’(f,) by the 
definition of AzH, (uh} is bounded in H’(Q), as follows from (2.7). There 
exist subequences {uh} c (u,}, {AZ!} c (AZ,} and an element 
(u*.A,*} E H’(Q) X L*(I’i) such that 
+-u* in H’(Q), - 
1 *tl-G in L*(f,). 
(3.1) 
By the definition of AZH, we have A$ E A *. Let us prove that u* E K. To 
this end, it is sufftcient to prove that u,* ,< 0 a.e. on r,, or equivalently 
(cu*7mGo (3.2) 
for every fir E L:(T,) = {pr E L’(T,), p, > 0 a.e. on I-,}. 
Let p, E Li(I’,) be an arbitrary, fixed element. It is easy to see that there 
exists a sequence (P,~}, plH E A I” such that 
PlH+P,tH+o+ in L*(T,). (3.3) 
On the other hand, we have 
(Cu,,, U&J) G 0, 
since uh E KIM. Passing to the limit with h, H+ 0+ and using (3.1), and 
(3.3), we arrive at (3.2). 
Next, we show that u* is a solution ot the Signorini problem with friction. 
Let v E K be an arbitrary element. By the assumption there exists iv,}, 
vh E Km and such that 
v,, + v in H’(Q). (3.4) 
Since the mapping y: V + L*(f,) is completely continuous, passing to the 
limit with h, H+ O-t-, we obtain from (2.7), (3.1) and (3.4) 
+ (( $?A,*7 UT>) - (( gAfv uf>> < CFi, ui* - L’i)O- (3.5) 
Using the definition of (y,,), in particular (3&), with p ,H = A,,, we obtain 
((W2”~ 4) G ((d*Ff, %)) VP*, E AZ”. (3.6) 
Since A,, is dense in A 2 with L’(T,)-norm, one can construct a sequence 
pzH, puzH E A 2H such that iu,,, --t sign u:. From this and (3.6) we deduce 
[ g I u: ) ds = ((g sign ~7, u;“>) < (( gG, u:>>. 
‘rr 
(3.7) 
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On the other hand, 
w7m~r glu,lds. 
K 
Combining (3.5), (3.7) and the latter estimate, we obtain 
(rij(u*), Eij(U* - v>>O + J, g(l u: I - I L’(l) ds < (F,v u,* - ui)O* 
I 
Since v E K is arbitrary and u* E K, u* = u follows. From (3.5) we 
conclude that T,(u) = gAf on r,. As the solution u of (9) is uniquely deter- 
mined, the whole sequences {II,,} and (,I,,} tend weakly to u and &, respec- 
tively. 
It remains to verify that II,, tends strongly to u. Let us introduce the 
quadratic functional 
‘G(v) = tC5ijtVh Eij(v))O - tFi, ui)ll + ((gA2HY ut>> 
= Al(v) + ((k&~ Ut>>* 
With respect o (2.7), we see that u,, E KLH solves the problem 
4&l) < 4dVh) Vv,EK,,. 
Therefore, applying the Taylor formula to S, at u, we obtain 
-PH(VL) 2 4dUh) =4(u) + ((&/v Q> + -wb u/l -u) 
+ ((&2”, %r - uI>> + b@ijC"h - u)7 &ijtUh - u))O 
2 &b) + ‘6h uh -u> + ((&It, Uhr)) + kd2) it”h - uIi: 
Vv, E K,,. 
Choosing v,, E K,, such that v,, + u, we obtain 
kd2) b,, - uII: < &@,I) -6b) + ((&2"1 Uht)) -y6(u, uh -u) 
- ((d2H, Uhr)) -+ O, h,H-,O+, 
where the continuity of S,, the weak convergence of u,, to u and A,, to ,I, 
have been used. 
Remark 3.1. Since the imbeding of L’(T,) into W’ is compact, we 
obtain ,I 2H + A, in W’ strongly. 
Remark 3.2. The question arises, when the system (KhH} is dense in K. 
A sufficient condition for this is 
K n (Cco(Q))2 = K. (3-g) 
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Indeed, if (3.8) holds, the system of closed convex subsets .Xh of V,, defined 
by 
jv, = {vh E V, 1 (vh . n)(aJ < 0 i = l,..., m) (3.9) 
is dense in K. As jr, c K,, V h, H E (0, l), the required density holds. If Q 
is polygonal and there exists only a finite number of points & n r,, (3.8) is 
true (see [6] for the proof). 
4. ERROR ESTIMATES 
The aim of this section is to estimate the distance between the approx- 
imate displacement field uh and the exact solution u. Since the mixed 
formulation (3) also allows the independent approximation of the normal 
and tangential forces on r,, it is natural to estimate the distance between A,, 
and li (i= 1, 2) as well. 
We start with an equivalent formulation of (.B). Let P = V x W’ be a 
Hilbert space, equipped with the norm of graph 
ll~‘Il = e4: + lIPllkY2 7 = (v, I() E _-PP. 
Let J be the bilinear form on RX JF, defined by 
d(gT “) = (5ij(u), Eij(v))o + ((L 6v))g - ((Cc, 6u))g, 
& = (II, A), 7. = (v, p) E SF 
and let Sr be a linear functional over R, defined by 
X(7 “) = pi, v& ;“‘= (v,p)ER. 
According to the definition (4.1) we see that 
Q II vlI: < (rij(v), Eij(v))lJ = d(7 ‘7 T -1 VT =(v,p)ER, 
there exists a positive constant M > 0 such that 
I~~~/,~~~I~~II~llxll~“llx V2,7’EX 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
The set X = V x A is the closed and convex in R. We shall consider the 
problem 
to find FP = (u, h) E X such that 
~(~,r/‘--)~3(~---)VP~E.~. 
(.B*) 
Using (1.24), we can see that (2) and (y*) are equivalent. Approximation 
of (L?*) will be defined in the usual way: introducing the closed, convex 
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subsets X(h, H) = V, x A,, we look for an element P,, = (uh, 
5,) E .X(/z, H), satisfying 
It is easy to verify that ($,,) and (g,*,) are equivalent. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let 2! and 5Yh be the solution of (2*) and (‘?&), respec- 
tively. Then 
In order to derive an estimate for the distance between h, and 1, we make 
the following assumption, concerning the function g. We shall suppose that g 
is a piecewise constant, non-negative function, defined on r,. 
First, we introduce another formulation of (p). To this end let us define 
AP, = gA2, i.e., 
To simplify the notations, we omit the superscript g and write simply A *. 
LetA=A,xA*. Welookforanelement (w,h)EVxA,h=@,,l,)such 
that 
Crijtwh EJv))O + ((Iv 6v)) = CFiy vi)O VVEV, 
((P - J.7 6w)) < 0 VIrEA, 
(4.6) 
where ((a 6~)) = ((p, 6v)), with g = 1 on r,. Like in Theorem 1.2 we can 
prove that w = u, A, = -m(u), A, = -T,(u), where u is the solution of (9). 
In order to study the approximation of (4.6), we change the definition of 
A 2H : 
AZH= ~~U~H~L*(~K)I~ZH~~,~,+,~P~(~~~~+,)~I~~HI < gonr~13 
A”=A,HXA*H. 
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We suppose that all discontinuities of g coincide with the nodes of FM. Then 
AH c A V HE (0, 1). The approximations of (4.6) are defined in a natural 
way (cf. @id. 
Assume that the condition 
there exists a positive number /I independent of h, H and such that 
(J-7) 
LEMMA 4.2. Let (4.7) be satisfied. Then 
ll~-~,llw~~~~lll~-~hlll +i~~II~-~,ll~~l~ (4.8) 
IIA- M.qrK, < cIi$~ - ~Aqr,) + H-l’* 111 - rtAlw,) 
t H-l’* III - l,llw,) if I E L’(T,). (4.9) 
Proof: Let pH E AH be arbitrary. Using (4.6) and the definition of its 
approximation, we obtain 
((kf -L d”h)) 
= ((CLH, 6vh)) + trijtuhh Eij(Vhlh - tFi, vi/ih 
= ((PH, 6vh)) + C5ijCuh - u), Eij(vh))Cl - (CL 6v*)) 
G CIIIIU - Uhlll + Ilk - bAlw4 III”hllL 
where (1.4) and (1.2) have also been employed. 
Therefore 
Making use of the triangle inequality 
115 - MIW~ < 115 - PHIIW, + Ilk - uw,, 
(4.8) follows. Equation (4.9) is a direct consequence of the inverse inequality 
between L’(T,) and H - “‘(rK), 
IIkfIILWK, = IlP*-‘~&qr~~ < cH-“~ HP*-‘PA- I/z-i-K 
=cH-“~ ((P~((~’ 
(see Lemma 1.5). 
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The main difficulty consists in the verification of (4.7). To this end we 
introduce the following definition. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let us consider the elliptic boundary value problem 
to find w E V such that 
(Eij(w)? Eij(v))O + twi7 vi)O = (cP*V P> 
(2) 
VVEV. 
We say that problem (3) is regular if there exists a positive E such that for 
every (p*EH -‘!*+‘(rK) the solution w E H”‘(Q) n V and 
II~lll+r~~~~~II(P*II~I~?.~, (4.10) 
holds with a positive constant c, depending on E only. 
This property of (2) plays an important role, as follows from 
LEMMA 4.3. Let (3) be regular and the ratio h/H be suflcientl?, small. 
Then (4.7) holds. 
Proof. Let pH E A, be given. Then 
where wh E V, is the Galerkin approximation of the solution w E V of (2) 
with ‘p* =p*-‘pH. But we may write 
as follows from Lemma 1.2. As P*-$t”E H-“*“(Tx) V’E E (0, 1), 
regularity of (3) yields that w E H’+E (Q) n V. Using the well-known inter- 
polating properties of V, and (4.10), we obtain 
II/‘+’ - Whill < ch’ 11 WI1 ,+,<~(&)h” IIP*-‘~~II-w.r,~ (4.12) 
Since Q is a polygonal domain and pH is constant on alai+,, we have 
P* -hflo,o,+, E (P,(a,a,+,))*, as well. Making use of 
IuP* -‘cL‘Y- l/z+c,rK G cH-’ II/J*-‘PHII-vz.r, 
= cH-’ II~.vllw~ 
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(i.e. the inverse inequality between H-“‘+‘(T,) and HP’,‘(rK)), together 
with (4.11) and (4.12), we obtain 
If h/H is sulliciently small, we are led to (4.7). 
Remark 4.1. Under the assumptions of Lemma 4.3, we have 
sup ((P&h)) 
“II Ill v* Ill 
> cH”* Il~~lI~qr,,~ (4.13) 
Proof: From the inverse inequality between L*(T,) and H -“*(f,) we 
have 
From this and (4.7), the relation (4.13) follows. 
In order to derive the rate of convergence of (u,, A,}, we shall modify 
(4.5), using the definitions of M’, X, the inequality 2ab = &a’ + l/&b* and 
the Green’s fromula (ii). Thus we obtain 
+ ((L a(vh - U))> - ((I’” - A, SU)) f (Fi> ui - Cih)o) 
~CM(EIIU-uh~l:+E~IIC--hHI~~~+ l/EI,U-vhl,: 
+ l/c lli- PHII&, - (r,jJU), t’ih - U,)O + ((RUL 6(vh -U)>> 
f ((L 6(vh - U))) - ((PH - L JU)) f (Fi, ui - t’ih)l)}. 
Since rij,j(u) + Fi = 0 holds a.e. in Q and A = -T(u), from this inequality 
and (4.8) with E > 0 sufficiently small, it follows that 
ll”-uhiIi<cVi;~ {ll”-vhll:+Ilh-r,ll~,-((~,-n,6u))}. t4.14) 
h H 
The first result on the rate of convergence is 
THEOREM 4.1. Let the assumptions of Lemma 4.3 be satisfied. If 
u E H’+4(Q)for some q > 0 and T,(u) E L’(T,), then 
11 U - uh 111 = Wf”), H-,0+ (4.15) 
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and 
IIA - k,lI,, = O(H% H+ O+, (4.16) 
where 6 = min(q, l/4), 
Proof. In (4.14) let us insert vh = r,,u, where r,,u E V, is the piecewise 
linear Lagrange interpolate of u. We have 
11~ - rhullt < ch2* /I~lI~+q. (4.17) 
Since A, = -7’,(u) E L’(T,) by the assumptions and A, = -T,(u) E L” (I-,), 
we have p*-‘A = p = @, , &) E L*(I’,). Let pH E Wg be such that &a,a,+, is 
L2(aiai+,)-projection of PI,,,,,, onto (P,(aiai+,))‘, i = l,..., m. It is easy to 
verify that P*IIHla,a,+, is L’(a,a,+,)-projection of 51,,=,+, onto (P,(a,a,+ ,))‘. 
Moreover, as A,>0 and 11221nm,+,l ,< g a,az+l = g’E R, the same holds for 
p*p,. Hence /?*&EAH and 
111 -P*Lk = lIP*-‘A - ih,II:,iz.rK = W). 
Using (4.18), we may write 
(4.18) 
= IICLH -P* -‘W,/z.r, llWlw= OW’“). (4.19) 
Combining (4.19), (4.17), (4.18) and the fact that h < cH, c > 0, we derive 
(4.15). The estimate (4.16) now follows from (4.15), (4.18) and (4.8). 
Sharper estimates can be obtained under stronger regularity assumptions 
on u as follows. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let (3) be regular and the ratio h/H sufficiently small. 
Let the solution u of (3) belong to H’(Q) n K. Moreover, let the set of 
points of r,, where u, and u, change from u, < 0 to u, = 0 and from u, = 0 
to u, # 0, respectively, be finite. Then 
I/u -1~~11, = O(H”2), H-to+, (4.20) 
111 - 1&. = O(H”*), H-, O+. (4.21) 
Proof Considering the proof of Theorem 4.1, it sufftcies to improve the 
estimate (4.19). We may write 
= J, &,, + T,(u)) u,, ds + 1 k,, + T,(u)) u, ds. (4.22) 
-rn 
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I-;= (xEr,yIu,=O}, 
1-” = (x E r, 1 u, < O}. 
I-:,= jserKIut=O\. 
r: = IX E r, 1 U, > 01, 
r:=jXErKju,<O~. 
Let the segment a,ui+ , c i$. Then 
[ v Hn + T,(u)) u, ds = 0, (4.23) 
‘alai+1 
follows from the definition of r:. If aiui+ , c i?, we have T,(u) = 0 a.e. on 
aiai+ 1 and is,,, being the orthogonal L*-projection of (-T,,(u)), is equal to 
zero on aiai+ , . Thus (4.23) holds again. Let I, denote the set of all aiu, + , , 
the interior of which contains both points from r5 and from r,“. Then 
Here we used the fact that u,, ln,(2,+l E H’(uiui+ ,) c C(u,u,+ ,) and is equal to 
zero at some interior point of a,~, + , . The number of elements of I, is 
bounded above independently of H, by assumption. Therefore 
= a$;.,, .ru a OGfn + 7’,(u)) u, ds = O(H). (4.24) , ,rl
We estimate the second term on the right-hand side of (4.22) in a similar 
way. If uiui+, c Fk, then 
J’ c&f, + T,(u)) u, ds = 0. (4.25) 
. v,+, 
If aiai+, c F; ) then T,(u)u, + g Iu,~ =0 a.e. on uiui+, (see (1.18)) implies 
T,(u) = -g, so that pHl = g on uiui+ , . If uiui+ , c FL, T,(u) = g, lu;ll = -g 
on aiai+, and (4.25) holds again. Let I, be the set of uiai+ , , the interior of 
which contains points, belonging to two different sets ri, P+ , P , at least. 
Since U, E H’(u,ui+ ,) c C(u,u,+ I)r each segment u,ui+ , E I, contains points 
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in which U, is equal to zero. Arguing in the same manner as for u,, we 
obtain 
II UtL’ta,a,+,, = OW)* 
so that 
= x (_ &,, + T,(u)) u, ds = O(H). (4.26) 
a(al+,Et~ JQAt1 
Equation (4.20) is a consequence of (4.17), (4.18), (4.24) and (4.26). 
Equation (4.21) follows from (4.20), (4.8) and (4.18). 
Remark 4.2. It is readily seen that supplementary regularity conditions 
on T,,(u), T,(u) allow to improve (4.20) and (4.21). Moreover, it would be 
possible to derive an error estimate for 5, in L2-norm, making use of (4.9). 
Remark 4.3. Finally, we give a hint for the derivation of error estimates 
in the case of a general bounded and measurable function g on r,. To this 
end we define 
‘2, = (iu*tt E L2(rK)l P2Hla,n,+l E PO(aiai+ 111 
liu ZHI~,~,+,I < gi3 i = l,..., ml, 
where gi is the mean value of g on aia, + , . The set A, is an exterior approx- 
imation of A, in general, i.e., A, d A. In such a case, more general estimates 
than (4.5) and (4.8) are needed to evaluate the distance between (II,,, J.,} and 
(u,J.l (see [4]). N evertheless, some results similar to those of (4.20) and 
(4.21) can still be obtained. 
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